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By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian leather goods company Valextra has teamed with one of Japan's most-exciting contemporary architects for a
new installation that brings a bit of the Japanese countryside to Milan.

Valextra's installation, titled "The Forest," was designed by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma and sees the brand's
location on via Manzoni decorated with long thin slabs of Japanese wood and other details that call to mind a
natural setting. The collaboration is the latest instance of Valextra bringing in modern architects to redesign its
interiors since its previous effort, "Monochrome" by Snarkitecture.

The Forest
Over the past year, Valextra has made repeated efforts to bring in some of the most exciting designers in
contemporary architecture to design installations for its retail locations in Milan.

These installations are an excellent way to expand the artistic influences of the brand as well as offer customers a
reason to come into the store and experience a unique, limited-time event.

For Valextra's The Forest, Mr. Kuma redesigned the interior of the brand's location on via Manzoni in Milan with
long slabs of thinly cut wood, distributed throughout the store to give the feeling of walking through a densely
wooded forest.

Valextra's handbags are displayed throughout the mock forest, on shelves built directly into the "trees."

In an interview posted on the brand's Instagram, Mr. Kuma spoke about how he wanted to create an installation that
would deepen the experience the customer had with Valextra and with its products on display.
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Interview with Kengo Kuma, one of Japan's most prominent contemporary architects about "The Forest", his
installat ion at the Valextra flagship store in Milano, his desire to recreate one-of-a-kind encounters and the
connection between his architectural pract ice and the brand s DNA #KengoKuma #TheforestValextra #Milan Via
Manzoni 3 #ValextraMilano Swipe through to see the whole interview

A post shared by Valextra (@valextra) on Jan 30, 2018 at 10:02am PST

For many customers, walking into a store and buying something is a mundane experience, but luxury needs to strive
to be more. In his interview, Mr. Kuma made it clear that he wanted the experience of walking through the store to be
memorable on its own and serve as a complement to the experience of the product.

The majority of this campaign can be experienced through the brand's Instagram, a platform Valextra has
increasingly turned to for its marketing efforts.

For example, Valextra turned to Instagram for a series of short, surreal films promoting its handbags.

In a social video series, Valextra offered a peek into the lives of five different unique and eccentric characters as
they stop at a bar in Milan, where the company is based, for a break from their hectic lives. Each short film also
highlighted a different one of the brand's handbags as well as a different notable Italian actor or actress (see story).
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